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Did you know that San Diego has a plan to  
tackle climate change? That plan is getting  

updated and we want your ideas for the future!

These five strategies are going to take us to a bold,  
sustainable future! Follow along with the activities in  
this book for ideas on how you can get involved. 

CLIMATE RESILIENCYBICYCLING, WALKING,  
TRANSIT & LAND USE

ZERO WASTE (GAS & 
WASTE MANAGEMENT)  

CLEAN & 
 RENEWABLE ENERGY

ENERGY & WATER  
EFFICIENT BUILDINGS

1 2 3 4 5
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We want to see what you create! Share your completed pages  
with the City using #SDSustainability on social media or email to  

sustainability@sandiego.gov to be featured.

Take part in the future of climate action in San Diego at SDClimateSurvey.org 
Follow our progress at sandiego.gov/sustainability.

If you are printing this out at home, consider the trees and use recycled or scrap paper.

https://www.sandiego.gov/sustainability/climate-action-plan-survey#start
https://www.sandiego.gov/sustainability
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Greetings from  
the future!  
We want to see your ideas  
for a sustainable  
San Diego.
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Show us what San Diego looks 
like from  your time machine.
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EW

Where are your favorite 
places to play in San Diego?

Show us where by  
drawing on this map.
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MISSION BEACH

DOWNTOWN

SEAWORLD

CHICANO PARK

TIJUANA RIVER ESTUARY

BALBOA PARK
ZOO
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MIRAMAR RESERVOIR

MISSION BASILICA  
SAN DIEGO DE ALCALA

OTAY RESERVOIR

AQUATICA SEAWORLD’S WATERPARK

LAKE MURRAY 

805

125

125

52
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54
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What do you bring 
on a bike ride?

HELMET
WATER

LOCK

RED REAR 
LIGHT

WHITE 
FRONT LIGHT
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Trees help clean our air. If we keep our trees strong and plant more 
each year, they will keep us and future generations healthy. Want to 
learn more about San Diego’s trees? Check out sandiego.gov/trees.

GOLD MEDALLIAN TREE  
Cassia leptophylla 

HONG KONG ORCHID 
Bauhinia x blakeana JACARANDA 

Jacaranda mimosifolia 

https://www.sandiego.gov/trees
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This spot looks perfect for a 
new park. What would your 

perfect park look like?
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What do you see from your window?
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Oh no, look at all of this  
litter! If this goes in the  
ocean, birds or fish might  
eat it and get sick.
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Draw your favorite ocean creatures and activities to  
remember why it is so important to protect our oceans.
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 Landfill Recycling Compost Hazardous 
Waste

Currently, humans produce WAY too much waste!  
You can help by making sure these items go in the correct bin below.

Key: 
RECYCLING: Milk carton, Newspaper, Plastic yogurt cup, Aluminum can, Glass container and Plastic milk jug
COMPOST: Apple core 

HAZARDOUS WASTE: Paint
LANDFILL: Plastic utensils and Plastic grocery bag
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In the natural world, 
nothing is wasted.  
All of these items  
can be returned to  
the soil through  
composting!
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Pelican MallardLesser scaups

LEGEND:
Bluegill fishTurkey vulturesCalifornia towhee Southwestern pond turtle California quail

Miramar Reservoir 
is bursting with 
life, but it looks so 
quiet here! Draw 
the animals and 
people who love 
this space.
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What’s your favorite  
way to play in nature?
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ELECTRIC CAR 
CHARGING STATION

RAIN BARRELS

TREES

SOLAR LAMPS

LED LIGHTS

SUNROOF
RENEWABLE ENERGY

COMPOST

COMMUNITY GARDEN

Look at this library from the future.  
Color in everything that makes  

this library special.
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LIBRARY

The future is bright  
   for San Diego because  
      of kids like you!

Can you find the five strategies  
hidden around the city?



For more information: sandiego.gov/sustainability.
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